Approved System, Engine, and Replacement Labels for IMPCO Technologies Canada, Incorporated (IMPCO) CLEARSKY Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)

Relating to Conditional Verification Letter 14-944-1938

Effective Date: December 31, 2014

DECS Label

A record of the serial number and month and year of manufacture will be maintained in electronic format and will be readily provided to the Air Resources Board upon request.

Note that two DECS labels are used: one on the DPF and the other on the valve cover.
IMPCO TECHNOLOGIES CANADA, INC.
100 HOLLINGER CRESCENT, KITCHENER
ONTARIO CANADA N2K 2Z3
1-800-667-4275

DECS: CA/IE/2014/PM3+/N00/AP/DPF01
REPLACEMENT LABEL

BAR CODE